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Answer any one question from each unit preferably within 250 words. 
 

UNIT - I 

ANGIOSPERM TAXONOMY 

 

1. What is phylogenetic system of classification? Who first propose the phylogenetic 

system of classification? Mention the outline of any such system of classification upto 

sub-class and mention its merits and demerits? 

 

2. What is homology and homoplasy? Briefly describe author’s citation? What is paratype 

and syntype. Cite an example . Advanced characters of Aestaraceae. 

 

 

3. Define herbarium? Briefly describe rejection of names. Name two traditional and digital 

herbarium of the world and those of India? What are the importence of herbaria? 

 

4. What is basal angiosperm? Mention its important features and significance in the 

evolutionary history of angiosperm? What do you mean by “ANITA” or “ANY” garden?  

 

 

5. What is taxonomy? Write down the principles of ICBN? Premitive characters of 

Magnolidae . What is effective and valid publication? What is monographs? 

 

6. What is systematic? Write down any morden system of classification. Utilities of 

Herbarium?  What is flora? 

 



UNIT- II 

BIO-SYSTEMATICS 

 

1. What is bio-systematics?  Write down the principles of bio-systematics. What are the 

categories of bio-systematies? What are the basic difference between classical 

taxonomy and bio-systematics? Mention the principles of numerical taxonomy? 

 

2. What is phenatics and cladaistics? Describe the levels of biodiversity ? Role of 

palynology in taxonomic study? Brifly describe about sacred grove? 

 

 

3. Define chemotaxonomy? Mention at least two examples of such study? Write down the 

steps of biosystematic study? What are the full from of “rbcl”? 

 

4. Define ethnobotany? Mention the branches of ethnobotany? Write the role of 

ethnobotany in human welfair? What is taxonomic marker? Give an example. 

 

 

5. Define numerical taxonomy? Taxonomic character of caryophyllidae? What are the 

cause of biodiversity? Describe value of biodiversity.  

 

6. Write down the methods of biosystematics. Role of phytochemistry in taxonomy. Briefly 

describe the importence of biodiversity. Define classical taxonomy. 

 



  

 


